Lebanon office from the North (Hanover and 91)-

Take exit 13 off of Interstate 91 and if you were heading South, make a left hand turn onto Route 10A. If you were heading North on 91, make a right hand turn onto Route 10A.

Continue East on Wheelock Street (Route 10A) for ~1 mile, and then make a right hand turn onto South Park Street (Route 120).

South Park Street will merge into Lebanon Street (Route 120) at a traffic light, simply continue straight.

Follow Route 120 for ~1 mile to a stop light by Jesse’s restaurant. Continue straight through that intersection, and be prepared to make a right hand turn in ~500 feet.

Our building is on the right, but it is down a hill, so it is difficult to see. It is the only right hand turn you can make shortly after the intersection where Jesse’s is on your left.

Once you make the right hand turn, our unit is to the right on the top level, unit A1.

Lebanon office from the South (Lebanon and 89)-

Coming from Lebanon, you will head towards Interstate 89 and pass it, while remaining on Route 120. Continue on Route 120.

Coming off of Interstate 89 from the East/South you will take exit 18 and make a right hand turn onto Route 120.

Coming off of Interstate 89 from the West/North you will take exit 18 and make a left hand turn onto Route 120.

Continue North on Route 120 for ~2.1 miles, you will hit a large traffic light with the Centerra shopping plaza on your right hand side. Continue on straight through that light.

Once past that light, you will continue on Route 120 for ~8 miles, and on your left hand side you will see a blue sign for the “Hanover Road Professional Center”.

The building we are located in is tricky to see from Route 120, as it is down a hill on the left, but the sign does stand out.

Make a left shortly after you see the sign, there is only one left hand turn to make.

Once you make the left hand turn, follow the winding road down and make the first right you can, we are unit A1 on that top level.

If you hit another traffic light after the Centerra shopping plaza, you have gone too far. Turn around as soon as you can.

Follow Route 120 to a stop light by Jesse’s restaurant. Continue straight through that intersection, and be prepared to make a right hand turn in ~500 feet.

Our building is on the right, but it is down a hill, so it is difficult to see. It is the only right hand turn you can make shortly after the intersection where Jesse’s was on your left.

Once you make the right hand turn, our unit is to the right on the top level, unit A1.